Terms Expiring For Eberhardt, Wright

Deans Charles J. Eberhardt, assistant dean of Curriculum and Guidance, and Ruth C. Wright, the first woman to become a dean of students in a co-educational college in the United States, are retiring at the end of this semester. Frank Saidel and David Newton are slated to succeed these respective positions.

Dean Eberhardt, who received an undergraduate degree from City College and his Master's and Ph.D. from New York University, joined the Curricular Life Department in December 1930. During his seventeen years as dean, he has counseled some 500 individuals. He has been at the college during the war years, she was prominent of Student Life growing at the Student Association and so she helped guide the College, serving as an associate and educational advisor for the State Department in New Delhi.

Dean Wright, a graduate of Y.U. in 1948 as a personnel administration and guidance major, will assume Dean Eberhardt's position. She has a Ph.D. in education from N.Y.U. where she taught history and philosophy of education.

Accolades Bestowed

By Stan Dinsky

Unlimited absences at Brooklyn College will be extended to include sophomores in a two-year experimental tryout beginning next term, revealed Professor Louis Salomon, chairman of the Brooklyn College Committee on Curriculum and Students. Previously, the system applied only to juniors and seniors, and a few select sophomores.

The extension to sophomores is an attempt to broaden the freedom and responsibility of the students after they have become adjusted to college life, stated Professor Salomon. "The main reason for such a program is to free the faculty from the task of taking attendance, while freeing students from attendance obligations."

While it is hoped that the expanded privilege will not be abused, past experience and careful study indicate that students control their activities to keep up with the work, he continued. If a student does not make up for his "cut," his grade suffers.

Individual instructors are given the option to take attendance and to count class participation in arriving at the grades if they desire. Individual requirements are explained by each professor at the beginning of each semester. All physical education and laboratory courses, and some speech classes require a minimum attendance.

Students Defeated In Action To Invalidate SC Elections

Student Council dashed the hopes of two students Friday when it refused to invalidate the election for president and vice president in the Class of 1964. The students, David Epstein '64 and Lawrence Singer '64, claimed that they were unjustly disqualified from running for the top two positions. They ran separately in their class, since they were misinformed as to election procedures.

Harvey Lornberg '64, chairman of the Disqualifications Committee, ruled that they were disqualified because they placed two positions on one application. Mr. Epstein and Mr. Singer entered S.C. president and vice president on their respective applications, in addition to the Junior Class offices.

Student Council met and after a lengthy discussion, Mr. Epstein asserted that he and Mr. Singer asked the person conducting the desk in the Student Center if each of them could use one application for two positions. They were told, alleged Mr. Epstein, that this was permissible.

The resolution of the members of the Council was, said Mr. Epstein and Mr. Singer, that they were not aware of the instruction in time to rectify it.
Quarterly Poetry (Continued)

Drill Spurs Comment; Sparks Student Rally

A MOB OF STUDENTS: Students will swarm around Manhattan Bay, Thursday during drill. From all departments and faculties, the mob is expected to resemble the forces that overthrew the government of the nation.

The University of Melbourne, under which Professor Louis Goldberg has served as Chancellor, offers specialized courses in political science, sociology, and industrial relations. Students are required to take at least one course in each of these areas and one in international relations.

Dr. Levy agreed with his colleagues that the operation of elevators during the term was most important. However, this operation was not always easy. "A campus of our sort is not a typical organization," stated Mr. Carl Ratner, first candidate for the U.S. Senate. "Surely, the Murphy Building should be the center of campus activities."

Professor Louis Goldberg, who has served as Chancellor of the University of Melbourne, emphasized the importance of the cultural environment. "I guess the atmosphere is a significant factor in the success of any educational institution," he stated.

Tomorrow in School

The lips which speak the words today are the lips which speak the words tomorrow. We must be aware that we have a responsibility to our community and to our nation. Was this the evil machination of a misinformed few, or the result of a well-thought-out plan? Must we continually question the motives of those who hold power over us? Or is it time to accept the fact that power is necessary for the smooth functioning of society? Whether we like it or not, the drill must go on."

(Continued on Page 6)

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor of the Times:

I am writing to express my concern about the decision to postpone the construction of the new Student Center. As a student, I believe that this is a mistake.

The new Student Center is urgently needed. It will provide much-needed facilities for our students, including a larger library, more classrooms, and more study spaces. The current Student Center is overcrowded and outdated, and it does not meet the needs of our growing student body.

I urge the administration to reconsider this decision and to move forward with the construction of the new Student Center. The students of this university deserve better, and I believe that they will see the value of the new facility in the long run.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
The Ticker Tuesday, May 14, 1963

NSA in Action

Philadelphia (UPI) - The Student Association will use the state of Alabama as its next target to win over the voting public.

"The combination of the student's votes is a force to be reckoned with." The University of Alabama has been the subject of a great deal of controversy recently. However, the results of the student vote will be watched by many on campus.

"The student vote is a significant factor in the state of Alabama," said Dr. Joseph J. Klein, President of the University of Alabama. "It is important to keep in mind that the student vote is not just the student vote, but the vote of the entire state."

The student vote will be a significant factor in the upcoming elections, and the University of Alabama is working hard to ensure that the student voice is heard.

"We are working to ensure that the student vote is heard," said Dr. Klein. "We are working to ensure that the student vote is heard."
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Congratulations

President Gallagher was awarded the Distinguished Service Award by the Alumni Association of the College of New York. The award is given to an individual who has made a significant contribution to the College. President Gallagher is the first recipient of the award.

"President Gallagher has been a great leader for the College," said Dr. Joseph J. Klein, President of the University of Alabama. "He has done much for the College and for the state of Alabama. He is a worthy recipient of the award."
BE AMAZED

"A BEAUTIFUL, POSTIC CREATION THAT IS ALMOST MAGICAL..."

Audrey Landis and Stuart Hopper, of the theater arts department, presented "Two Daughters" at Baruch Theater on Monday. The play was written by Guenther Dahmen and was directed by Professor of Drama and Dramatic Arts, Michael J. Lylas. The play is a modern version of the biblical story of Jacob and Esau, and is set in a small village in the Middle East. The play tells the story of the younger son, Esau, who is born into a world of prejudice and discrimination. He is treated unfairly by his father and his older brother, and ultimately is forced to leave his home and his family in search of a better life. The play is a powerful reminder of the importance of compassion and understanding in a world that is often filled with hate and prejudice. The Baruch production was well-received by the audience, who praised the actors for their sensitive interpretations of the characters and the overall production quality. The play is a must-see for anyone interested in the arts and in exploring the themes of family, prejudice, and compassion.
**Harrisers Take Fourth In CTC Championship**

Encountering cold weather, the C.C.N.Y. trackmen amassed twenty-three points to place fourth in the Colleton Conference Track and Field championship Saturday at Adelphi’s Garden City course.

In last year’s outing the harrisers placed second against Kings Point (U.S.M.A.), which handed the Beavers their only dual meet defeat of the season, captured the title with forty-two points. Trenton State and Central Connecticut followed with thirty-two and twenty-five points, respectively.

Norm Jacobson, although plagued by a pulled leg muscle, came through in excellent fashion setting a new record in the hop, step, and jump with a total distance of 33’, 6 1/2”-while the old mark was held by City’s Bill Hill who placed sixth in the event this year.

Beaver Jacobson was unable to place in the 100-yard dash and 220-yard event. Steve Melech, who also specialized in these events, did not participate.

Gene Bartell and Bill Casey were outstanding for the Lavender. Bartell earned three points by his second place finish in the high jump at 5’ 8”, while Casey took third and one point in the quarter mile relay.

Paced by sprinters John Bourne, Lenne Zane, Hill, and Casey, the Beavers pointed 33, Hill in the second mile relay hitting 2:29.7. The event was run in a dead heat until third place was opened up a wide margin to pull ahead of the field.

**Tri-State Loop Holds Meeting**

The results of Friday’s meeting by Tri-State League teams regarding the proposal to divide the conference into two classes were made public.

According to Professor Arthur DesGeyr, faculty manager of athletics, “The results are not finalised, since configuration is needed from the college’s involved. Official information will be given through the conference.”

The proposal involved breaking the present ten league teams into two divisions: a “A” group for the stronger teams and a “B” group for the weaker teams. New school systems in all cases complete the new leagues. The proposed schedule would begin in the Fall.

The conference now consists of Adelphi, Bridgeport, C.C.N.Y., Fairleigh Dickinson, I.U. Rider, Brooklyn, Hunter, and Yeshiva. The latter three teams are interested in joining in the “B” bracket.

The loop has been in existence for seven seasons and three teams have monopolized the championship. Fairfield won the title three times, Haverford and Fordham, and Dickinson has copped it twice each. The winner receives an automatic bid to the N.C.A.A. college division tournament.

**Bill Trust**

Trust Overcomes Rheumatic Fever To Play for City

When Bill Trust was eight years old he suffered an attack of rheumatic fever. However, this illness has not nullified Bill’s career as City College’s first baseman. Furthermore, Trust has run track and played roller hockey and lacrosse.

According to Professor Arthur DesGeyr, faculty manager of athletics, “The results are not finalised since configuration is needed from the college’s involved. Official information will be given through the conference.”

The proposal involved breaking the present ten league teams into two divisions: a “A” group for the stronger teams and a “B” group for the weaker teams. New school systems in all cases complete the new leagues.

The proposed schedule would begin in the Fall.

The conference now consists of Adelphi, Bridgeport, C.C.N.Y., Fairleigh Dickinson, I.U. Rider, Brooklyn, Hunter, and Yeshiva. The latter three teams are interested in joining in the “B” bracket.

The loop has been in existence for seven seasons and three teams have monopolized the championship. Fairfield won the title three times, Haverford and Fordham, and Dickinson has copped it twice each. The winner receives an automatic bid to the N.C.A.A. college division tournament.

**John Bourne**

Following in His Family’s Footsteps

By Joe Rosenberg

John Bourne, Beaver track star, is following in the footsteps of his father, Hweitt and his older brother, Robert, who both starred at Conn. trackmen for Boys High.

Bourne was a star in the late 1920’s and 1930’s, and today Coach John Bourne is helping his family’s tradition continue. Bourne is a junior at State Maritime, one of the four outfields in the N.C.A.A. college division championships at Conn.

Bourne is looking forward to the N.C.A.A. meet. “This will be the first time in my life I will be out of New York. If I do well, I might get other opportunities.”

**Tennis Team Hits 8-1 Again**

By Ken Freeman

The Beaver tennis team repeated last season’s 8-1 mark and allowed undefeated Adelphi to once again capture the Metropolitan Conference crown.

The Beavers lost to Wagner to morrow to make a double header which was rained out last Saturday. C.C.N.Y. will conclude the season this Saturday by hosting Fordham in a twin bill at Macombs Dam Park.

All remaining games will be league contests.

The Lavender has a 1-4 league, and a 7-8 overall mark. One victory in their remaining games will give the Beavers their best season since 1963 when they won nine league and eleven overall contests.

In 1963 City also won the league.

C.C.N.Y., in seventh place, has only one game behind. C.C.N.Y. has a 4-6 league, while Adelphi and Fairleigh Dickinson are 1-5 and 2-5, respectively.

Lefty Howie Friedman heads the team’s pitching staff with a 3-1 record. Friedman will probably pitch against Wagner.

John Bourne

Bourne, John is bettering his family’s tradition since he is the first of the Bourne’s to carry his name. His father, John Ippolito (.302), was a star, is literally running in the footsteps of his father, Hweitt and his older brother, Robert, who both starred at Conn. trackmen for Boys High.
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